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Editor's Note glorified in India and the 
United  Nations  General  world.  The practice  and 
A s s e m b l y  ( U N G A )  principles of 'yaaoga' Yoga are 

stproclaimed 21  June, the universally valid and stood the 
summer  solstice,  as  the  test of times. 'Aasana' Asana is 
International Yoga Day defined by Sage Patanjali as:  on 

'isqar sa uKma \Aasanama \'  or  steady, December 11, 2014. The 
UNGA noted the importance comfortable posture. Yoga is 
of individuals and populations 99 per cent practice and one per 
making healthier choices and cent theory. The practice and 
following lifestyle patterns principles of yoga are integral, 
that foster good health. It holistic, eternal and universal 
underscored the fact that in nature. Yoga embodies unity 
global health is a long-term of mind and body; thought and 
development objective that a c t i o n ;  r e s t r a i n t  a n d  
requires closer international fulfillment; harmony between 
cooperation  through  the  man and nature; a holistic 
exchange of best practices approach to health and well 
aimed at  building better  being. The concepts of 'human 
individual lifestyles devoid of rights', 'integral humanism' or 
excesses of all kinds. The 'nation' in the Vedic lore foster 
UNGA recognized that yoga human well-being. Is there any 
provides a holistic approach to nation in the world whose 
health and well-being and history is as full of distortions 
wider  d i sseminat ion  o f  of facts as that of India, that is, 
information about the benefits Bharat? 
of practising yoga would be 
beneficial for the health of the There is need to rewrite the 
world population. history  of  Hindus  with  

combination of archaeology, 
The world heritage is traced Vedic litereature and tools of 
back to the ages. There is no science and technology in 
need to glorify what is already India.



never needs glorification. It is Falsification of 
not at all a call to go back History of Hindus because none can go back 
even if they want. Creative 

Maruti Jagannath Audi people never go back. They 
always  march  forward.  
Marching forward never 

1. Importance of History means living as Imitators. It 
always means enriching the 

History is a chronological cultural treasure of their 
record of actual events, ancestors. Such being the 
issues, persons and places. importance of History, its 
World is divided into nations. study must be compulsory in 
Nation is an ever-expanding every branch of Knowledge at 
chain linking those who are every level from bottom to 
dead with those who are top. 
living with those who are yet 
to be born. In the life of nation 2. Historians
its past, present and future are 
intertwined. People, who do Writers and teachers of 
not know their past, have no History are historians. What 
future. People who forget are their distinctive qualities? 
their past, live in the present First and foremost is Loyalty 
like a rudderless ship on an to Truth. He or she never 
unchar ted  s ea .  Swami  distorts, glosses, suppresses 
Vivekanand rightly stated and twists facts. Truth hurts 
that “the more people study only those thriving on the 
their past, the more glorious Lies. Historian never subverts 
will be their future”. Study of truth because it hurts any 
past is not at all an attempt to nation  or  any  religion.  
glorify the past.  Be it past or Historian never bends, bows 
present, what is truly glorious and  crawls  before  any  
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military, political, religious History of Humankind is 
and rich bully. His and her divided as B.C. and A.D. 
criteria of investigation and where B.C. means Before 
evaluation of men and matter Christ and A.D. means in the 
everywhere on earth are year of Christ. B.C. is used to 
identical. Historian always indicate the number of years 
makes scrupulously clear to before the year believed to be 
his readers and students what that of birth of Jesus. A.D. is 
are his or her own opinions used in numbering the years 
and what are the facts of since Jesus was believed to 
history. have been born.  
 
Reality tells that historians In world History before Jesus 
with distinctive qualities there were many persons as 
were and are few and far revered as him. Why Jesus 
between. Most historians alone is picked to locate its 
were and are partisans.  years? Human beings have 
Partiality perforce involves existed thousands of years 
d i s l o y a l t y  t o  t r u t h ,  before Jesus was born and 
distortions,  fabrications,  shall exist thousands of years 
i n t e r p o l a t i o n s ,  a n d  after his death. Is not this 
suppression of facts.  In one “fixing” of the dates of events 
word,  part ial i ty  means  in History an arbitrary,  
falsification of history. irrational and unrealistic 

fixation?  Who imposed  
3. Chronology Christ-oriented chronology 

on world History? Why that 
imposition continues even As proper understanding of 

events and issues is difficult now?  Con t inua t ion  o f  
without accurate knowledge chronology of world history 
of time, chronology becomes within B.C.  A.D. frame is the 
vital component of History. concrete proof of servility and 
Strangely, the chronology of sycophancy of the Christian 
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religion by the historians, boasted that their opinions on 
intellectuals and scientists. everything under the sun were 

i n f a l l i b l e  a n d  h e n c e  
indisputable and final. They 4. Sources 
thought that with brute force 
a n d  f r a u d s  t h e y  c a n  Main sources of history of 
accomplish whatever they every nation are to be found 
desired. A Greek robber only within that nation. They 
Procrustes either cut or are: literature; inscriptions in 
stretched the legs of his prey stone,  metal  and  clay;  
to fit him in his bed. European monuments; art, architecture historians did it  to the and sculptures.  Official  histories of non-Christians in documents, diaries, memoirs, order to fit them in the travelogues, autobiographies Christian bed. Whatever a n d  b i o g r a p h i e s  o f  difficult to fit, they dismissed indigenous  and  foreign  as mythology.persons are also the sources of 

history but all of them should Ti l l  the i r  conquest  o f  be taken with a pinch of salt. H i n d u s t a n ,  E u r o p e a n  T h e s e  s o u r c e s  a r e  Christians lived under the contaminated by prejudices delusion that the Christian and vanity of the writers.  r e l i g i o n ,  c u l t u r e  a n d  
civilization were the best and 5. Falsifiers of History of incomparable in the world. Hindus Dharma,  Sanskri t i  and  
Sabhyata of Hindus stunned A. Falsification in the 
them. Christianity was not at British Raj 
all the best religion; Christian Success of invasions and 
culture and Civilisation were conquests in Asia, Africa and 
not even equal of Hindu Am e r i c a  i n t o x i c a t e d  
culture and civilization.  European Christians. They 
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Achievements of Hindus of inventor nor his supporters 
ancient times exploded the could name the original home 
ego of Christians of modern of so-called Aryas. Where in 
times. Instead of accepting the world the Aryas were born 
t h e  r e a l i t y,  E u r opean  and brought up? In which 
Christians embarked on the year  they  dispersed  in  
mission of deniability of different directions? In which 
Hindu  Pre-eminence  in  year they entered Hindustan? 
r e l i g i o n ,  c u l t u r e  a n d  Every  theoris t  fancied  
civilization. Ethnologists, according to his inclinations. 
h i s tor ians ,  j ourna l i s t s ,  Sole purpose of the theory 
philologists and theologists was to establish that the 
combined their talents for the Hindus are not the original 
success of  the mission.  people  o f  Hindusthan.  
Friedrich Max Muller a Hindusthan never had any 
German by birth and English indigenous inhabitants at any 
by adoption headed the time. Hindusthan has been 
mission. Four prominent always invaded and occupied 
attempts of falsification of by foreigners, who, in course 
History of Hindus during of time, become the settlers. 
Christian colonialism were: The Aryas were the first 
(1) Theory of Aryan Invasion f o r e i gne r s .  Na t i on  o f  
of India; (2) Derision of Rig- Shopkeepers quickly grasped 
Ved; (3) Denigration of profound profits the theory 
Sanskrit and (4) Destruction beckoned  and  invested  
of Antiquity of History of heavily  in  i ts  growth.  
Hindus. Shopkeepers specially liked 

the invention that the Aryas 
From beginning to end the are foreigners, invaders and 
theory of Aryan Invasion of settlers in Hindusthan where 
India is a hoax. Neither its they themselves were the 
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latest. They were cocksure historical fact that the Rig-
that the investment would Ved is the first scripture of 
enable the nouveau - Aryas to Man to perceive and declare 
outlast the old Aryas. History that the God is One. They 
tells that with all  their were  non-plussed.  The  
art ifices,  the  Christian  h i g h e s t  s t a g e  i n  t h e  
upstarts could not survive in development of the Thought 
Hindusthan even for two on God was discovered by the 
hundred years. History tells Hindus at a stage which, in the 
that the Hindus are the o p i n i o n  o f  E u r o p e a n  
indigenous inhabitants of Christians, was a primitive 
Hindusthan and Arya is only stage of the development of 
the Sanskrit word which Mind. Hence, they furiously 
highlights the “excellence” in derided Rig-Ved. Christian 
the conduct of the Hindus. scholars maintained that: 

Rig-Ved is “the commonest 
Rig-Ved is the root of Hindu mud and sand; it is only a 
culture. Swami Dayanand h ym n a l  o f  p r i m i t i v e  
Sarasvati rightly declared that barbarians,  only a  rude 
the Rig-Ved is the “True worship  of  personified  
Original Seed” of Hindu natural phenomena, or even 
Nation. Christian colonialists less than that, a liturgy of 
perceived that the Identity  of ceremonial sacrifice, half-
Hindusthan is only in the Rig- religion,  half-magic,  by 
Ved. In this world, the Idea of which superstitious animal 
Only One God  originates men of yore hoped to get 
with Hindus 'ekmasad ivap`a bahuda themselves gold and food and 

cattle, slaughter pitilessly vadint' God is One and sages 
the i r  enemies ,  p ro tec t  call him by many names. 
themselves from disease, What  baffled  European  
ca lami ty  and  demonic  Christian thinkers is the 
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influences and enjoy the 1855 to 1900, Max Muller 
coarse pleasures of material w a s  e n g a g e d  i n  t h e  
paradise”. molestation of Rig-Ved to 

promote Christianisation of 
In 1839, T.B. Macaulay was Hindus.
in search of a Sanskrit scholar 
of European pedigree. In In hypnotizing the Hindus 
1841 ,  Bunsen  became  during his lifetime and even 
Prussian  ambassador  to  after, Max Muller has no peer. 
England. He was crusader of Even today, many Hindus 
superiority and supremacy of believe that Max Muller's 
white Europeans in the world. n o b l e  m o t i v e  i n  t h e  
Bunsen recommended Max translation of Rig-Ved in 
Muller to Macaulay. In 1854, English was to open the gates 
Macaulay told Max Muller of Hindu Treasure House to 
that East India company the  world.  Max Muller  
would give him pounds 200 a himself confided his ignoble 
year which would enable him motive to his wife in 1864. He 
“to live at ease till the told her: “I feel convinced…. 
completion of whole work that the translation of the 
which may be many years” Veda will hereafter tell to a 
provided he translated Rig- great extent on the fate of 
Ved in English in such a India and on the growth of 
manner that it would induce millions of souls in that 
Hindus to disparage Hindu country. It is the root of their 
D h a r m a  a n d  a c c e p t  religion and to show them 
Christianity. Max Muller what the root is, I feel sure, is 
snatched the offer. He was the only way of uprooting all 
appointed the head of Vedic that has sprung from it during 
research  Department  in  the last 3000 years”. History 
Oxford University. From tells that Max Muller was a 
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Con v e r s i o n -Me r c h a n t  whose fault will it be?”
employed by the Christian 
traders. In 1856, in his letter Sanskrit is the first language 
to Bunsen, Max Muller of  Humankind.  Hindus  
confided: “India is much created and shaped it in 
riper for Christianity than Hindusthan. Like pearls, 
Rome and Greece were at the Sanskrit literature shines by 
time of St. Paul. The rotten its own lustre. Tremendous 
tree has for some time had impact of Sanskrit on the 
artificial supports because its languages of world shocked 
fa l l  would  have  been  the  falsifiers  of  Hindu 
i n c o n v e n i e n t  f o r  t h e  History. European Christian 
Government” and gleefully philologists found that large 
added: “I do not shrink from number of words in Greek 
saying that (Hindu) religion and Latin languages and 
is dying or dead”. In his letter European Vernaculars have 
to the duke of Argyl in 1868, their origin in Sanskrit. 
Max Muller wrote: “India Normal reasoning will say 
has been conquered once but that it was nothing but 
India must be conquered bo r r ow i ng .  A bno rma l  
again,  and this  second Christian linguists decreed 
conquest  should  be  a  that such was not the case. 
conquest of education. The They started denigration of 
Missionaries have done far Sanskrit. According to them 
more than they themselves Sanskrit was not at all the first 
seem to be aware of, nay, language of  the  world.  
much of work which is theirs Further, they decreed that 
they would probably disclaim Sanskrit and all European 
….. The ancient religion of Christian vernaculars were 
India is doomed…. and if sister languages. But the 
Christianity does not step in, Christian philologists could 
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not tell who their mother is? paltry abridgements used at 
What is the name of mother? preparatory  schools  in  
Where did the mother exist England. In every branch of 
and when? Crafty falsifiers p h y s i c a l  o r  m o r a l  
struggled hard but their philosophy,  the  relative 
erudition failed to find the position of the two nations is 
m o t h e r  l a n g u a g e .  nearly the same”. 
Unabashed, they baptized 
that non-existent mother as Friedrich Max Muller gave 
Indo-European Language. his judgement saying that 

Sanskrit literature cannot 
Every cock is bold on his own have “a place by the side of 
dunghill. Under-estimation Greek and Latin, Italian, 
of Hindu language, literature French, English or German.” 
and Hindu thoughts in every James Mill asserted that there 
branch of knowledge by i s  a b so lu t e ly  no th ing  
presumptuous  Christian  worthful in Hindu thoughts 
cocks of  those days is  and Literature. It is all 
presented for the benefit of Frippery, Frivolity and Trash. 
discerning  readers  and  Everything  Hindu  was  
students of History. T.B. worthy of only derision and 
Macaulay pontificated: scorn.
“A single shelf of a good 
European library was worth Real i ty  t e l l s  t ha t  t he  
the whole native literature of Christians suffered and still 
India…   All  historical  suffer from an incurable 
information which has been disease namely superiority 
collected from all the books complex when they have 
written in Sanskrit language nothing superior except brute 
is less valuable than what force  with  which  they  
may be found in the most became colonialists for some 
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centuries. anywhere in the world.  

Is Christian Culture and Enormous antiquity of Hindu 
Civilisation the  shining History intensely irritated the 
specimen of truly exalted falsifiers. Two Christian 
state  of  Human Mind?  religionists ran to their  
Empirical evidence indicates rescue. In 1642, a priest 
contrary.  Certificates of  named  John  L ight foot  
invaders and colonialists, declared that the creation 

thheads of foreign religions, took place at 09.00 am on 17  
foreign traders and their September, 3928 B.C. His 
chamchas (lackeys) in all date was rejected by another 
fields  cannot  determine priest named John Usher. 
quality of work and the worth After becoming the arch-
of  workers.  Ultimately,  bishop of Ireland, Usher 
quality of work determines declared in 1664 that the 
the worth of workers. Worth universe was created at 09.00 

rdof workers in every field is A.M. on 23  October, 4004 
determined by only one B.C. Two priests talked as if 
universal criterion. It is: Only they were eye witnesses to 
that is the best which stands that unique event in Human 
t h e  T e s t  o f  T i m e .  History.  The  Christ ian  
Achievements of Hindus researcher of the Sacred 
fulfil this criterion. Exquisite Books of the East took full 
beauty of Sanskrit Literature liberty to desecrate all of 
r ema i n s  u n s u r p a s s e d .  them  especially  Hindu  
Upanishads of Hindus are religion in order to consecrate 
hailed as “the cream of the the Christian religion which 
highest wisdom”. Absolute was the religion of his 
magnitude of the Thoughts of paymasters. Taking Christian 
Bhagvad Gita have no equal priest Usher's word as the 
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final word, Max Muller pleasure of body as long as 
declared that the Aryan they live and salvation of soul 
invasion of India took place when dead. Christianity is, 
in 1500 B.C. and year of the thus, a licence of enjoyment 
composition of Rig-Ved was of all vicarious pleasures man 
1200 B.C. can invent. T.B. Macaulay 

praised Mill's history as “the 
I n  1 8 17 ,  J ame s  M i l l  greatest  historical work 
pub l i shed  vo luminous  which had appeared in our 
History of British India. It language since  that  of  
was immediately prescribed Gibbon.” In 1835, Macaulay 
as  a  text-book  in  the  himself planned to make 
Henleybury college which Hindusthan “Indian in blood 
t r a i n e d  t h e  B r i t i s h  and colour but English in 
administrators for India. For taste, in opinion, in morals 
more than twenty-five years and in intellect. “Another 
it was the Bible of English text-book on history written 
civil servants. Mill's history by a religionist Charles Grant 
told Hindus that the true was added to the reading list 
cause of their military defeats of the civil service trainees. 
f o l l owed  b y  c o l on i a l  British establishment rated 
bondage was the perfect Grant's book as of greater 
religion of Christians. Hence, utility than that of Mill. 
Mill  advised Hindus to Grant's History of India was 
become Christians. What is included in the Parliamentary 
the  supreme  mer i t  o f  papers in 1813 and 1833 
Christianity? According to when the charter of East India 
Mill only Christian religion Company was renewed. 
enables every man and 

B .  F a l s i f i c a t i o n s  i n  woman to enjoy freely and 
Swarajyafully every coarse carnal 
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In the British Raj a made-to- committees and packed them 
order history of Hindus was with their Chamchas. Every 
imposed upon the students in year rulers allocated crores of 
the schools, colleges and rupees for research in various 
universities. That history was branches of  knowledge.  
not open for public scrutiny. C h a m c h a s  c o n t r o l  
In the words of Mohandas distribution of funds to the 
Gandhi the British objective researchers. Indian Council 
was to teach our boys and of  Historical  Research  
girls “to deprecate the study (ICHR) is one such council. 
of  (Hindu Culture) and From its  inception  till  
depreciate its values”. Those Bhartiya Janata Party (BJP) 
who replaced the British as captured power at the Centre, 
the rulers of Hindusthan in ICHR was the piper of Indian 
1947 found the  British National Congress (INC) 
b a c k b o n e  o f  h i s t o r y  Communists and Muslims. 
beneficial for their own There was an uproar of 
perpetuation as the rulers. “saffronisation” of ICHR 
Hence, they deliberately when the BJP Chamchas took 
discouraged and demoralized the charge. Who cried? Only 
truth-seeking historians from the  Chamchas  of  INC,  
exposing falsifications in the Communists and Muslims. 
History of Hindus. Truth-seekers in the Nation 

laughed at the pots calling 
Who become the rulers in the kettle back.
Parliamentary Government 
of India that is Bharat? Only Hindus must banish once for 
politicians capturing power all 'camacaogaIrI,' in the field of 
of the State through vote- knowledge if they want to 
bank-based elections.  These make it truly the Mandir of 
rulers created councils and Truth. They must compel 
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their rulers to abolish all so- in Swarajya.
During the British rule, called autonomous councils. 
R a v i n d r a n a t h  Ta g o r e  Rulers must be compelled to 
grievously  noted:  “The make clear and unambiguous 
English children know that rules for the distribution of 
their forefathers won many funds for research from 
wars, ruled many lands and public treasury. Rulers must 
brought prosperity to their publish full particulars of the 
motherland; Indian children, aspirants whom they give 
from the presently taught funds. Information must Indian History, know only include the reasons for the about the inferiority of their selection and reasons for forefathers. They do not rejection of the candidates know what they achieved”. applying for funds. If the Hindus have thousands of selections of Governments years of continuous and are not objected within a uninterrupted national life month from the date of unt i l  thei r  s lavery  of  

a n n o u n c e m e n t ,  f o r e i g n e r s  f o r  s om e  
Governments should allot centuries. Hindus were free 
funds  to  the  se lec ted  and independent people. 
aspirants. Those who object Their History is consistently 
must give reasons for their continuous from ancient 
objections. If their reasons times to modern times. Their 
are true, Governments must H i s t o r y  c a n n o t  b e  
cancel their selections. Only compartmentalized as this or 

that period identified with such procedure can end 
'camacaogaIrI,' and purify the field of this or that indigenous or 

foreign ruler. Similarly in the knowledge. 
History of Hindus there is no 
place for such barriers as C. Falsified History Books 
ancient ,  medieval  and  Prescribed as Text-Books 
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modern. There are no “dark enslaves nearby and far away 
ages” in the History of nations and rules them from 

his own home. Mongolian Hindus. There are many 
Muslim invader Babar had “dark deeds” of foreign 
no home of his own. He and invaders, foreign religionists 
his progeny occupied and a n d  t h e i r  i n d i g enou s  
r u l ed  on ly  a  p a r t  o f  collaborators and traitors.  
Hindusthan. None of the 
Mongolian Muslims from History of Hindus presently 
Babar to Jafar ruled all taught  in  the  schools,  
Hindus. colleges and universities is 

loaded with falsehood. A few 
3. Books extol Muslim rulers examples will enlighten the 
f o r  b e a u t i f i c a t i o n  o f  readers and students. 
Hindusthan. Who beautified 
Hindusthan  Hindus  or  1 .  B o o k s  t e a c h  t h a t  
Mus l ims?  Th roughou t  A l e x a n d e r  t h e  G r e a t  
Hindusthan Hindu rulers conquered Hindusthan. The 
constructed  forts,  built  manner in which Alexander 
palaces, temples pillars; dug l e f t  H i n d u s t h a n ;  t h e  
canals, constructed lakes and humiliations he faced during 
enchanting gardens, and return journey and his death 
developed towns and cities. before reaching home raise a 
Large  number  of  them question. Did Alexander 
disappeared the moment defeat Paurav or Paurav 
Muslims became the rulers. defeated Alexander?
Existence of many Muslim 
masjids and crematoriums in 2. Books teach that the 
the Nation and Muslim Mongolian Muslim rulers of 
names to gardens, towns and some parts of Hindusthan 
cities  deceive  innocent  were the “emperors.” Facts 
persons who think that  tell the emperor is one who 
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Muslim rulers were great Bharat .  Self-respecting  
lovers of art and architecture people in the world never 
and they keenly promoted disgrace places in their nation 
public welfare in Hindusthan. by changing their original 
Did Muslims really build names. 
those buildings or seize 
Hindu buildings and with The first head of Archaeology 
some  su r face  changes  department of government of 
claimed them as their own British India,  Alexander 
constructions? Did Muslims Cunningham reinforced the 
really create gardens and deception that all  those 
developed those towns and buildings and other things are 
cities which bear their names Mus l im  cons t ruc t ions .  
or imposed Muslim names on Dur ing  h is  t enure ,  he  Hindu places? To know the scrupulously removed every Truth there must be rigorous trace of evidence of Hindu inspection of all aspects of identity the moment he found c on s t r uc t i on  o f  t ho s e  it. Knowledgeable sources buildings, bridges, gardens, say  that  Cunningham's  towns and cities. Incidentally, practice continues even in every village, town and city Swara jya .  I n fo rmat ion  within every nation has its 

boards  of  Archaeology  original name. Muslim and 
department at these historic Ch r i s t i a n  c o l on i a l i s t s  
places testify them.  removed original names and 

imposed their own names 
4. Books teach that only everywhere in Hindusthan. 
Britain united Hindusthan. British did not spare the 
Facts tell that Britain divided original name of even the 
Hindusthan. Nation. They changed it in 
 India and in Swarajya. Nation 
5. Books teach that Britain is known as India that is 
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pursued policy of religious INC's work consisted of 
neutrality. Facts tell that holding annual sessions, 
Britain pursued policy of making speeches in chaste 
Christianisation of Hindus. English, adopting lengthy 

resolutions,  submitt ing  
6 humble petitions and making . Books teach that there was 

humbler prayers. INC's goal peaceful Transfer of Power in 
was not Swarajya but only a Hindusthan. Facts tell that 
“dominion” within British Transfer  of  Power was 
Empire. Aurobindo found Turbulent. Hindusthan's  
that the INC was only the Struggle for Freedom from 
gathering of self-seeking 1857 to 1947; sacrifice of life 
oppor tunis t  ba r r i s te rs ,  by innumerable old and 
doctors, officials, traders and young men, women and 
journalists. He emphatically children; Deeds of valorous 
asserted that there was no revolutionaries; Exploits of 
nation in Indian National Azad Hind Fauz and Revolt 
Congress. Nationalists like of Navy are the facts of 
Tilak and Lajpat Rai worked Turbulence. 
hard to make INC a truly 

7 national congress but failed. . Books teach that Indian 
Hence, young revolutionaries National Congress (INC) 
appeared on the stage and won Freedom of Hindusthan 

Non-Violence shook very foundations of by means of . 
B r i t i s h  R a j .  Vi n a y ak  Facts tell that INC was 
Savarkar exposed the safe-created by an English civil 
players and self-seekers who servant  A.O.  Hume  in  
c l a imed  t ha t  Na t ion ' s  December 1885 on the order 
Freedom was won by the of English viceroy Dufferin. 
INC, without shedding a It was to be the camp-
s ingle  d rop  of  b lood.  follower of the English 
Savarkar said: “True. Very Colonialist. By and large, 
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much true! Not even a single in the hearts of Hindus 
drop of blood has stained Readers and students of 
their creased clothes. But can History  may ask  why? 
we forget thousands of those Answer is that the ideals of 
tender boys and daring youth Hindus are “principles' and 
who for freedom's sake, fell not the persons. Ram and 
fighting in pools of their own Krishna  personify  the  
blood?” Mohandas Gandhi “Principles” which Hindus 
realized that Congressmen cherish and worship. 
and Women made mockery 
of his creed of Ahimsa. He On 12 September 2007, the 
publicly declared that their Government of India headed 
non-violence was not the by Manmohan Singh filed an 
Non-Violence of the Brave. affidavit in the Supreme 

Court of India that its experts 
8. Books teach that Ram and could not find historical and 
Krishna are not historical sc ient i f ic  ev idence  o f  
persons. In this Nation there “ e x i s t e n c e ”  o f  R am .  were and there are many men Immediately,  there  was  and women of the hour or the spontaneous condemnation year. None of them was or is a of the insolent action of man or woman of all times. Government  o f  I nd ia .  History of Hindus reserves Affidavit was called the that place only to Ram and proof of stupidity of the Krishna. Like the heroes of rulers of the day. Government the politicians and religions 

of India could neither bear existing in India that is 
nor continue to suffer self-Bharat, Ram and Krishna do 
created ignominy. Very next not need such gimmicks as 
day on 13 September 2007, public holidays and publicity 
the rulers ruefully announced tricks to perpetuate their 
t h a t  t h e y  w e r e  memory. Both have the place 
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unconditionally withdrawing Excellent poem means the 
their precious pearls of best word in the best place. 
“research” on the “existence” Poetry is superior to prose. 
of Ram. Reality tells that if Valmiki and Vyas fulfil the 
Ram and Krishna are not the criterion of Excellence. Title 
historical persons, then there of Vyas's Treatise is 'jaya naavaacaa 
are no historical persons on [ithasa' (History entitled Jai).  It 
the face of earth. is famous as Mahabharat. 

6. A) Hindu Historians of In our times, it is accepted 
Ancient Times: that history does not mean 

mere  narration of  only  
'sa%yamaova jayato na AnarItma' (Not Lies political events and tussles 
But Truth Triumphs) is the between contenders  for  
principle which governs power. History is integration 
Hindu seekers of Knowledge. o f  e v en t s  a n d  i s s u e s  
Their prayer to God is: 'Asatao maa pertaining to all aspects of 
sadgamaya,  tmasaao maa jyaaotIga-maya' (God human life. Valmiki and Vyas 

knew this peculiarity of lead me from Falsehood to 
history thousands of years Truth and from Darkness to 
a g o .  R a m a y a n  a n d  Light). Valmiki and Vyas are 
Mahabhara ta  e luc ida te  pre-eminent Historians of 
activities of Hindus in Art, Hindusthan.  Both wrote 
A r c h i t e c t u r e ,  E t h i c s ,  history in verse. Is there any 
L i t e r a t u r e ,  Med i c i n e ,  rule that history must be 
Philosophy, Science, Politics written only in prose? In all 
and Warfare. In our times, languages most prose and 
there  is  no  branch  of  poetry are tedious and trivial. 
knowledge,  which  was  According to connoisseurs 
unknown to the Hindus of excellent prose means proper 
ancient times. Both insisted word  in  proper  p lace.  
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that recording truth was pa t ronage  o f  t he  ru le rs  
prime duty of historians. themselves 'sa%ya'  (truth) is  
Hence, both meticulously systematically suppressed in the 
described qualities and writing and teaching of History 
defects of the personalities. of Hindus. In India that is 
Both examined conduct of Bharat, every political party has 
each and every person its historian. These historians 
without fear, favour and are branded as the rightists, 
rancor. In their histories, l e f t i s t s ,  r e a c t i o n a r i e s ,  
there is no ambiguity in the progress ives ,  communal ,  
analysis of events, issues secular et cetera. Common 
a n d  p e r s o n s ,  n o  characteristic of all of them is 
justification of defects and falsification of History of 
no maintenance of silence Hindus. Prominent example is 
over the defects of persons their stand on the excavation at 
whatever might have been the site of demolished Babri 
their power, position and Masjid at Ayodhya. Falsifiers 
wealth. became  jittery  when  the  

Allahabad High Court ordered 
B) Hindu and Non-Hindu excavation. Attempt to explore 
Historians of Modern Truth was vehemently opposed 
Times: by the historians and they were 

supported by persons parading 
There is no dearth of as  l egal  luminar ies  and  
historians in Swarajya but scientific rationalists. Court 
historians devoted to Truth refused to be intimidated. 
are scarce, as scarce as the Excavation was conducted by 
musk-deers. It is presumed the Archaeological Survey of 
that 'sa%yamaova jayato' is the motto India from 12-03-2003 to 07-
which guides the rulers of 08-2003. Allahabad High Court 
Nation. Ironically under the received the report on 22-08-
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2 0 0 3 .R e p o r t  s t a t e d :  of North India”. 
“Viewing in totality and 
taking into account the At last, the cat was let out of the 
archaeological evidence of bag. Capture of political power 
a  massive structure just is the first and foremost goal of 
b e l ow  t h e  d i s p u t e d  every political party. Vote-Bank 
structure and evidence of based elections is the only one 
continuity in structural way to capture power. Hence, 
phases from the tenth no political party dares to 
century onwards upto the support Truthful History of 
construction of the disputed Hindus from ancient times to 
structure along with the modern times because such 
y i e l d  o f  s t o n e  a n d  History cannot exclude the 
decorated bricks as well as “dark deeds” of Muslim and 
mutilated sculpture of  Chr i s t i an  i nvaders -cum-
divine couple and carved colonialists.  Weakness  of  
architectural  members  political parties is the strength 
including foliage patterns, of falsifiers of History of 
ama laka ,  k apo tapa l i  Hindus. So far they have 
doorjamb  wi th  semi- successfully sabotaged plans of 
circular pilaster, broken truthful History of Hindus. 
octagonal shaft of black Amusingly,  historians  of  
schist pillar, lotus motif, modern times,  themselves 
circular shrine having fanatic  propagandists  of  
pranala (Waterchute) in the dogma t i c  Mu s l im s  a n d  
north, fifty pillar bases in Christians, condemn Truth-
association of the huge seekers in the History of Hindus 
structure are indicative of as  Hindu  chauvinists.  If  
r e m a i n s  w h i c h  a r e  Nationalism means chauvinism 
distinctive features  found then each and every nation in 
associated with the temples this  world  is  chauvinist.  
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Nationalism, in true sense recorded History. 
of term, means pure love for 
the Nation. Nothing more Written History of Human 
nor less. Lack of pure love Beings begins with History of 
for the nation is Treason. Hindus. Sanskrit is the first 
Nothing more nor less. language of Humankind and 

Rigved is their first written 
7. Rewriting History of work. History of Hindus runs 
Hindus from Ancient into thousands of years whereas 
Times to Modern Times History of Christians and 

Muslims runs into centuries. 
When does History of History of Christians begins 
Human Beings begin?  with the life of Jesus and has just 
Does it begin only with the completed twenty centuries. 
imposition of Christianity History of Muslims begins with 
by Force on Europeans? the life of Mohammed which is 
Does it begin only with five hundred and seventy years 
imposition of Islam by after the beginning of Christian 
Force on some of Asians? History. Muslim chronology 
Does History of Hindus commences with that year of 
begin only with their  Christian era in which Prophet 
invasions and colonialism Mohammed fled from Mecca to 
by pre-christian, Greeks, Medina. It is 622 A.D. Muslims 
Muslims and Christians? call it hijrah. In the History of 
Facts tell that History of Hindus, the dates imposed by 
Human Beings, begins with the Christian historians must be 
their existence on the Earth. discarded. The measuring rod of 
Till they developed the art Christian chronologists was 
of writing their History was irrational. Dates in the History 
unrecorded. Hence the of  Hindus must be fixed 
people everywhere in the according to the Hindu method 
world have unrecorded and of calculating time. 
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Thousands of years of women married to Muslims by 
History of Hindus is either force, Conversion of Hindus to 
dismissed as Mythology or Islam and Christianity by Force 
g i v e n  a s  a  b r i e f  and Fraud; Hindu men, women 
b a c k g r o u n d .  A  f e w  and children killed by Muslim 
centuries of Muslim and and Christian rulers; Hindu 
C h r i s t i a n  r u l e s  a r e  Mandirs  demolished;  and  
magnified and eulogised as Muslim Masjids and Christian 
golden period in the History churches constructed forcibly 
of Hindus. Muslim and by seizing the Mandir lands. 
Ch r i s t i a n  r u l e r s  a r e  H i s to ry  o f  Mus l im  and  
projected as the liberators Christian rules of Hindus is not 
of  Hindus  from their  the History of Civilization of 
horrible and oppressive Hindus. It is the History of 
customs  and  obscure  Ba rba r i t i e s ,  B ru t a l i t i e s ,  
traditions. Muslims and Chicaneries,  Conversions,  
Ch r i s t i a n  r u l e r s  a r e  Cruelties, Killings and Plunders 
a p p l a u d e d  a s  t h e  committed by Muslims and 
“Civilisers” of Hindus. But Christians.
propagandist  historians of 
modern times skillfully Rewriting of History of Hindus 
hide details of “dark deeds” from ancient times to modern 
of these pseudo- civilsers of times is absolutely necessary. 
Hindus.  Their  history- There is no other nation in the 
books omit or overleap full world whose history is as full of 
details of: Hindu Women falsifications of facts as that of 
committing Johar (self- Hindusthan. Text  books of 
immolation to save their history prescribed for the 
honour  f rom  Musl im  s c h o o l s ,  c o l l e g e s  a n d  
rapers);  Hindu women universities must always teach 
abducted and raped; Hindu the whole truth. Whole Truth 
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cannot  be  known  by  clear knowledge of merits and 
incorrect and incomplete defects of ancestors enables 
information of  events,  their descendants to prevent the 
i s s u e s  a n d  p e r s o n s .  recurrence of similar shameful 
Generations to come must events in their Motherland.
know their History from the 
past to the present. They [Contact Information of the 
m u s t  k n o w  t h e  Author: Maruti Jagannath Audi, 
achievements  of  their  Flat No: UGF-2, Solson's Valley 
ancestors; quality of their View-I, Nr. Britannia House, 
c on t r i bu t i on s  t o  t h e  Porvorim, Goa 403521. Mobile: 
development of the Culture +91-9673061969]. 
a n d  C i v i l i z a t i o n  o f  *******
Humankind; Principles and 
values which governed 
their private and public life; 
and the exploits and valour 
o f  t h e i r  Wa r r i o r s .  
Generations to come must 
also know the defects of 
their ancestors which made 
them abject  slaves of  
barbaric foreigners; defects 
of ancestors which made 
their glorious Nation an 
ing lor ious  co lony  o f  
Muslims and Christians 
where many persons acted 
as the collaborators of 
colonialists and partitioned 
their own Nation. Only 

With Best Compliments.

A Well-Wisher

Dharbandora, Goa
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